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Types of angle with regards to angle measurement 

 

1.An acute angle: - Measures less than 900 

2. Right angle:-Measures exactly 900 

3. Straight angle: - Measures exactly 1800 

4. Obtuse angle: - Measures greater than 900 and less than 1800 

5. Reflex angle:-Measures between 1800 and 3600 

* The unit measure of an angle is called degree (0) and the instrument used for 

measuring an angle is called protractor. 

The Perimeter and Area of Square and Rectangles 

* Rectangles:-Rectangle is a quadrilateral with four sides or two equal     

                           lengths and two equal widths 

* Perimeter of rectangles:-is the distance around a figure or the sum of    

                                                  the lengths and widths or all sides of rectangle  

   Mathematically, 

                   perimeter (P) = length(l) +length(l)+ width(w)+ width(w)  

                                   p   = l+l+w+w 

                                   p   = 2l+2w 

                                   p   = 2(l+w), 

Example1. What is the perimeter of a rectangle whose length is 5cm and its     

             width is 8cm  

solution:-  p = 2(l+w) 

                 p = 2(5cm+ 8cm) 

                 p = 2x13cm 

                 p = 26cm  

 



The unit to measure the perimeter is cm, m, km, mm… 

Note:- Since the rectangle  has two lengths and widths , you add each of  

           them twice 

Example 2. Find the perimeter of the following figure  

 Perimeter (p) = 2x length +2 x width  

                                                                  P = 2x5cm +2x6cm  

                                                                  P = 10cm +12cm  

                                                                 P = 22cm 

Perimeter of square:- is a quadrilateral with four equal sides 

                                - the measure of each side are equal and each angle  

                                  measures 900 

Mathematically, perimeter (P) = w+w+w+w = 4 times width =4xw 

                                             =l+l+l+l = 4times length  = 4xl  

Note:- Since all sides of square are measures equal ,you multiply4 times  

           the given sides   

Example1. What is the perimeter of the square with 6cm width? 

  Solution. Perimeter(p) = w+w+w+w 

                                 p = 4xw 

                                 p = 4x6cm 

                                 p = 24cm   

Example 2. Find the perimeter of the following square? 

               

                    Perimeter (p) = l+l+l+l 

                              P =4xl 

 P =4x8cm 

 P = 32cm 
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